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Every time an engine starts, lives are on the line. 
Which is why we’ve created a higher standard of 
safety for the Mack Anthem. Because we believe 
safety starts with protecting the drivers inside  
our trucks and extends to everyone on the road.



 

Connectivity
Turn data into insights for  
additional safety support:

ABS, automatic traction 
control and Mack Roll 
Stability Advantage

Galvanized steel cab 
exceeds SAEJ2422 roof 
strength requirements

Cab passes additional 
A-pillar and rear strength 
pendulum testing

Sloped hood for 
superior visibility

Convex hood- 
mounted mirrors

Door-mounted 
puddle lights 
illuminate steps

Splayed rails for lower engine 
mount, allowing the engine and 
transmission to drop below the 
cab in the event of a severe 
front-end collision

Three points of contact for entry 
and exit with full-length grab 
handle and slip resistant steps

Exterior features that 
protect truck and driver.

Safer by
design.

Advanced connectivity  
and safety features.

Tech that 
protects.

 - Automatically monitor truck’s 
performance with GuardDog® Connect

 - Get 24/7 OneCall® roadside assistance

 - Over the Air (OTA) wirelessly updates 
software and parameters with Driver 
Display Activation (DDA)

Passenger side 
peep window



 

Bendix® Wingman® 
Fusion™ 2.0
Integrates radar, camera and  
brake system data to assist with:

Command Steer
Driver-assist technology  
you’ll only find on a Mack:

Ground reachable light 
controls and pre-trip 
light check switch

Optional driver-facing 
camera monitors drivers 
in operation

Interior safety features at the 
driver’s fingertips.

Control and 
command.

 - Collision mitigation

 - Adaptive cruise control  

 - Lane departure warning

 - Right-side blind spot detection

 - Automatic emergency braking

 - Holds the lane during unexpected 
events (pot holes, wind, sloped 
roads, etc)

 - Reads and dampens steering gear 
torques 2000 times per second

 - Steering wheel returns to zero 
going forward or when backing up

Driver-focused dash 
design and digital 
display help eyes  
stay on the road

mDRIVE™ automated 
manual transmission 
for a smooth shift

Automotive-style 
steering wheel controls 
for easy reach

Optional high-visibility 
orange seat belts

Optional RollTek seats 
for additional collision 
protection

Optional alarm prevents 
driver from exiting without 
setting the park brake
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Little details can make a big difference, which is why 
the Mack Anthem is built with safety at its core. 

Doing our part 
to keep everyone 
protected.

From cabs to cameras and every 
angle in between, the Anthem has 
clear sightlines to help drivers see 
more of the road.

Advanced 
Visibility

The Anthem features advanced driver-
assist technologies to help drivers 
make every move with confidence.

Enhanced 
Maneuverability

The driver-focused interior is 
designed to keep heads, hands and 
eyes focused on the road ahead.

Improved  
Driver Control
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